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Noise-Optimal Control of HEMT LNA's for Compensation

of Temperature Deviations

C. MacCarley 1, J. J. Bautista, and P. A. Willis

RadioFrequencyand MicrowaveSubsystemsSection

Noise-optimal control of high-electron mobility transistor low noise amplifier

(tlEMT LNA) bias voltage and current values was achieved at room temperature.
The performance metric maximized was the amplifier gain divided by the amplifier

input noise temperature, G/T_. Additionally, the feasibility of automating the ini-
tial determination of bias settings was demonstrated in the laboratory. Simulation

models of an HEMT were developed from available measurement data, installed on

a Sun SPARC I workstation, and used in investigating several optimization algo-

rithms. Simple tracking-type algorithms, which follow changes in optimum settings

if started at or near the global optimum point, produced the best performance.

Implementation of the optimization algorithms was performed using a three-stage

Field Effect Transistor (FET) LNA and an existing test apparatus. Software was
written to control the bias settings of the first stage of the LNA and to perform noise

and gain measurements by using the test apparatus. The optimization control was
then integrated with existing test software to create a master test and optimization

program for test apparatus use. 2

I. Introduction

The prime objective of this work was to develop a

method tomaintain optimal bias voltageand currentval-

ues of an IIEMT LNA as the physical temperature var-

I JPL Summer Facility Fellow, Radio Frequency and Microwave Sub-
systems Section.

2 Source code for all programs discussed in this article is available in
hard copy or electronic form from the authors by request.

ied. Since the input noise temperature of a multistage
LNA is a function of both individual stage noise temper-

atures and gains, the optimal (i,v) values were defined
to be those that maximize amplifier gain divided by the

input noise temperature, G/T¢. These bias settings are

temperature-dependent, and the amplifier performance de-

grades rapidly in the event of a cooling system failure. The
amplifiers are normally cryogenically cooled to a physical

temperature of 12 K.
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Another objective was the automation of the initial in-

laboratory setting of bias conditions for the LNA. The ex-

isting manual procedure is both time-consuming and pos-

sibly less than optimal due to practical limitations.

II. System Description

The experiment employed a three-stage IIEMT LNA,

an existing test apparatus, and an optimization algorithm

realized as a program written in the IBM BASICA lan-

guage. The procedure consisted of four steps prior to em-

ploying the test apparatus.

The first step was to characterize the HEMT LNA gain

and noise temperature as a function of physical temper-

ature for fixed bias conditions [1], as shown in Fig. 1.

(Note that the curves of Fig. 1 are for fixed (i, v) points
for each amplifier stage; their loci are obtained by varying

the physical temperature.) The second step was to model
the IIEMT LNA to be optimally controlled as a Zm + 2

port system, as shown in Fig. 2.

The controller has available for feedback tile system

measurable output vector

%
y=

which generates a control vector
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such that some performance metric

q, = • (T,, a)

is maximized (or minimized).

Some forms (to be maximized) that jointly reflect the

noise minimization and gain maximization objectives are
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G
k0 = _- nonlinear (1

le

= alG + a2 linear, simple (2

linear, quadratic (3)

The simple ratio Eq. (1) performance metric (a key figure

of merit for receive systems) has been used in all subse-
quent work. The ratio is subject to internal parameter

variations related nonlinearily to the operating tempera-

ture, T. Two system variables may be measured indirectly

by power measurements: noise and gain. A third input
variable, HEMT LNA temperature, may be measured di-

rectly.

The Zm control values must be generated for an m-
stage LNA (six for a three-stage LNA: three bias volt-

ages and three bias currents). The required model is a de-

bias-dependent operating point model of the amplifier cir-
cuit and solid-state devices, which includes internal noise
sources. Model data at this level of detail are not available "

for the amplifier, although several constant bias trends

with temperature are known from laboratory tests [1,2,3].

The third step was to write and exercise simulation
models of an m-stage HEMT until a model was found

whose input-output behavior was a good fit to the behavior

of an actual ttEMT. After studying available information

on the relationship between drain current and voltage and

the resulting noise and gain of an ItEMT stage, a simple
first-order model was derived. The drain bias current Iu

is regulated by the gate source voltage Vas, and the model

incorporates this direct dependency. =

The transconductance g,,, of the isolated class A stage

is expressed as a function of the gate-source voltage Vas,

the drain-source voltage VD, and the junction temperature
T

(VD _" (l_Vas_k2 ( 1 ) k3
ffm : gm,ma.r, k, VD'-_azr: / -_P J

where ki represents the experimentally determined con-

stants, To is the nominal temperature :300 K, lip is the

pinch-off voltage, VD,,na,: is the maximum drain-source_
voltage, and g,_.m_ is the maximum (most negative)



transconductance.
purposeswere

Typicalvaluesfor preliminarysetup

kl__ 1--7

__ 1
k2-

k3=l

Vp = -0.8 volts

VD,mar = 5 volts

gin,max = --10 amps/volt

and

As a first-order estimate, the gain G and noise tempera-

ture Te are functions of the amplifier transconductance gm
alone

this method is very inefficient for general optimum locat-

ing problems, it is a reasonable choice for problems of this

type, in which the search is initiated at or near the known

global optimum, and the objective is to track slow changes

in the location of that optimum point.

Each iteration of 2n points is tested by perturbing the

values of each parameter, measuring gain and noise, and

calculating the performance metric. For the simple case

(n = 2), only two parameters VD and Vas are involved.
The four adjoining points tested are

Vo + A Vo

Va s :t: A Va s

G - k4gm

where typical values were used for the constants:

k4 = -I

Te,min = 10 K

Hard constraints on the controllable parameters were

0 < V D <_ 5 volts

and

AVD and AVas may be variable in size, starting at a large

perturbation and decreasing as convergence to the opti-
mum proceeds.

For the first-order circuit model, the simulation reli-

ably located the optimum at the maximal limits Vas = 0

and VD = 5.0 volts. This was expected, since the sim-

ple relationships used for G and T_ are maximized and

minimized, respectively, by increasing gin. Thus, the opti-

mization seeks to maximize g,_, which occurs at the lim-

iting values of VD and Vcs. Clearly, a more sophisticated

model for the HEMT amplifier stage is needed that specif-

ically incorporates higher order effects. These effects are
not apparent from simple device physics and dc observa-
tions.

A simple second-order modification of the noise rela-

tionship was tested:

-0.8 < VGs < 0 volts

The fourth step was to select the figure of merit and opti-
mization algorithm and apply them to the simulated sys-

tem. The simple gain-to-noise linear ratio (qt = G/T,)
was used. A simple tracking-type optimization algorithm

was adopted. The operating points immediately surround-

ing the current point (assumed optimum) are searched

for relative optimality. Thus, variations in the true op-

timum point (e.g., due to temperature changes) are faith-
fully tracked. The optimization method uses no knowledge

of the actual system or the manifold of the performance

metric. The system is treated purely as a black box. While

]

where a range of values for k6 was tested. For the case of

k6 = 0.2, the optimal values of Vas and VD were found to

be 0 and 4.3 volts, respectively. The optimum now occurs

away from the external limits.

It is doubtful that an actual amplifier stage behaves
according to this model, especially when operated at cryo-

genic temperatures. Also, stage-to-stage interactions in

a multistage LNA would further raise the level of model

complexity. The task of determining an accurate higher
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order model would be a major project alone, beyond the

scope and time limitations of this work. It was concluded

that bias optimization, in general, was potentially bene-

ficial and worthy of further study using actual hardware,
which is described in the remainder of this article.

III. Experimental Apparatus

An existing noise/gain test apparatus (JPL Automated

Test Bench) was used for data acquisition and control of a
three-stage Field Effect Transistor (FET) LNA. These ex-

periments were conducted at room temperature. This ap-
paratus provided the ability to measure frequency-specific

amplifier noise and gain, and included two digital-to-

analog converters for .computer control of the first-stage

drain current and voltage. The second- and third-stage
biases were manually set to fixed values. A block diagram

of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.

The JPL automated bench test software(BENCH.BAS)
written in IBM BASICA served as the LNA monitor and

controller. Using the interface routihes from this software,

a program (OPT.BAS) was writte_ in BASICA which
used this apparatus to optimize the first-stage drain cur-

rent and voltage with respect to the previously described

performance metric, G/Te. Eventually, all the features

of BENCH.BAS were incorporated into OPT.BAS, which

resulted in a single integrated test and first-stage opti-

mization package for multistage LNA's. A user-friendly

tutorial-type interface was also added to assist users in

setting up and calibrating the apparatus and performing

tests or optimization. (Use of the program is largely self-

explanatory. Type "OPT" and follow the prompts and

help menus. Complete documentation is also available in

the text file OPTMAN.)

The program makes power and gain measurements by

using formulas based on the derivations below. In these, N

is a physical power measurement made by the power meter
circuit of the bench apparatus; T_ is a noise temperature,

both in units of power and expressed as absolute temper-

ature in K; G is power gain, unitless and linear (not in

decibels); the superscript H refers to the hot noise source;
C refers to the cold noise source; the subscript F refers to

the postamplifier (including internal amplification in the

bench apparatus); and the subscript e refers to the ampli-
fier under test.

During calibration, only the postamplifier is connected

in the signal path between the noise sources and the power
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meter. Power measurements in this configuration are de-:
noted by the subscript 2. A hot and a cold power mea-

surement is made for each anticipated test frequency

N H = (TH + TF) GF

N c = (Tc + Tr) GF

AN2 = N H - N f = (TH -- Tc) ar

During a measurement or optimization operation, with the

amplifier under test in the signal path ahead of the postam-
plifier, another hot and cold power measurement (denoted

by the subscript 1) is made at each point:

N_ = fiT. + T,) G, + TF) ar

N ff = ((To + T_) G_ + TF) GF

AN1 = Nff - N c = (TH - Tc) G_Gr

The power gain of the amplifier under test is calculated
from

AN1
-G

AN2

The power ratio Y, or Y factor, is defined as

y _ N," _ fiT. +To)G, +Tr)ar
N1c ((To + T_) G_ + TF) GF

This expression is solved for the noise contribution of the

amplifier under test (referenced to its input) in terms of the
previous power measurements and the known source load

temperatures TH, Tc, and the noise temperature contribu-

tion of the postamplifier. The amplifier noise temperature

is given by

T_ m

T_ - YTc Tv
Y - 1 G_

Tile previously simulated simple tracking optimization al- _

gorithm was employed, and the size of the perturbation for

each parameter was made adaptive (in the latest version). -

As the algorithm converges closer and closer to the opti-
mal operating point, the bias conditions are perturbed less

and less until the optimum is reached. The stopping cri-
teria tests for a reduction of the perturbation parameters



to a usefullowerlimit. Thisapproachaidsin theaccu-
racyof theoptimization,hopefullywithoutcompromising
theabilityto trackslowlyvaryingchangesin theoptimum
pointdueto temperaturevariation.If theoptimalpoint
shiftstoorapidly,a loss-of-locksituationmighttemporar-
ily occurdueto theslowedtrackingabilityoftheoptimiza-
tionwith thesmallerparameterperturbationlimits.Since
notemperaturedependencytestswereperformedwiththe
testapparatus,it wasnotpossibleto determineif thiswas
a legitimateconcern.

Usingtheapparatusandsoftware,thethree-stageFET
LNAoperatingatroomtemperature(300K) and2.3GHz
wastestedandbiasoptimized.It wasnotpossibleto test
for temperatureeffectson theoptimalbiassettings,or
theoptimaltrackingperformance.Rather, tests were per-

formed using the apparatus to locate the optimal from

arbitrary initial points in the bias condition vector space.

For starting points close to the global optimum and
small initial search increments, the optimal bias drain volt-

age and current are usually found within 15 minutes of

run time, at approximately 2.9 volts and 12 mA, respec-

tively. For initial search increments greater than ±1 volt

for VD or ±5 mA for ID, local optimums with performance

metrics less than the global optimum were sometimes lo-

cated. Even though the search increment is reduced by

the algorithm during convergence to the optimum, large
initial search increments typically resulted in random re-

sults. The reported G/Te figure at each point is also very
sensitive to the initial calibration and hot noise source tem-

perature measurement, which typically varied as much as
5 percent between successive runs at identical conditions.

Two significant problems were encountered using this

apparatus. The first was the problem of noise. For each
test point, two power measurements are made: one with

a room-temperature noise source connected to the input

of the amplifier under test, and the other with a liquid

nitrogen-cooled "cold" noise source at the input. The
sources are selected by an electromagnetically actuated

switch controlled by the program. The two power mea-
surements and their difference provide the necessary infor-

mation for calculating the noise generated by the amplifier

itself, as well as the amplifier gain.

Since the progress of the optimization requires very ac-

curate noise and gain measurements at each test point,
even a small error component in the power measurements

could seriously affect the progress of the optimization to-

ward a global optimum. The result is a "random walk" in

some neighborhood of the optinmm, or convergence to a

false optimum due to an erroneously high-gain or low-noise
measurement.

The solution to this problem was to take several mea-

surements at each point and average them together. The

accuracy of the performance metric calculated at each

point was substantially improved using this technique, at
the expense of a proportional increase in the time required

to converge to an optimum.

The second problem was one of convergence time. Upon
each iteration, 2'* points must be tested. Then, sev-

eral power measurements must be made at each point to
form the average. The optimization process could become

lengthy if one started at a point far from the optimum. The

switching time of the electromechanieal noise source selec-
tor switch and the integration time of the rms power meter

circuit are the underlying time-consuming factors. By re-

placing the electromechanical switch with an electronically

switchable noise source (or sources), and employing faster

power measurement methods, the convergence time of the

optimization could be proportionally reduced.

IV. General Considerations for Use of LNA

Gain/Noise Optimization

There seem to be two general categories of uses for

LNA gain/noise optimization: off-line optimization with

open-loop compensation during actual service, or on-line

optimization using closed-loop compensation. There are

advantages and disadvantages associated with each ap-

proach.

A. Off-Line Method

Prior to actual service, optimum bias conditions for the

LNA are determined at each temperature. An appropriate

optimization algorithm is used at several fixed temperature
settings to determine the (not necessarily unique) values

ofi/ and vj, j = 1,...,m, which maximize the given per-
formance metric kO(T,, G) for the actual system.

The lack of a complete system model requires the use

of the model-independent optimization method described

in the previous section. Such optimization methods are
characterized by search techniques that start from some

initial parameter setting and converge to a global opti-
mum. Since the actual system rather than a mathemat-

ical model is used, convergence may take a considerable

amount of time.
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Another limitation of search-based optimization algo-

rithms is possible failure to converge or convergence to a
local rather than global optimum. The problem is intrin-

sic to deterministic approaches. Alternatively, a Monte

Carlo method might be applied, one that randomly ac-

cumulates knowledge about the system and identifies the
global optimum. This approach increases the run time of

the algorithm. Excessive run times could be expected for

an eight-parameter problem (assuming that four stages are

optimized), as well as for the practical problem of avoiding

possible damage to the LNA by eliminating any unusual
bias combinations.

Fuzzy logic methods were also considered for the op-

timization and/or control problem due to limited knowl-

edge about the system to be controlled. The simplicity

of fuzzy methods, which use a heuristic approach to con-

trol law construction, was attractive. When these methods

are applied to the off-line optimization process, some rule

generation process, such as differential competitive learn-

ing (DCL) [3,4], might be used to generate a rule base for

a fuzzy optimization algorithm (if one could be synthe-

sized). The rule base may be considered equivalent to the

optimum bias lookup table.

From an input/output perspective, fuzzy logic controls

Minimum-knowledge learning procedures developed for

fuzzy logic control programming might increase the effi-
ciency of generating the tables which characterize the sys-
tem.

Regardless of the optimization method, the result is a

simple stored lookup table with one input T and up to

eight outputs (all bias voltages and currents). This table
is then used for real-time setting of the bias conditions as
a function of T when the LNA is in actual use.

A general limitation of this approach is the potential

that other disturbances and parameter variations could

alter the validity of the open-loop table, or rule base, be-
tween the time it was determined and the time that it

is actually used. Another limitation is that the ampli-

fier must be taken off-line and run through a controlled

temperature and possibly time-consuming optimal bias de-

termination procedure. With the objective of testing the

amplifier under conditions as close to actual as possible,
the procedure is most accurately done on the actual field

installation, although laboratory characterization may be

the only practical approach.

The difficulties associated with the nonlinear multipa-

rameter optimization have already been addressed, and it
simply map an m-vector of inputs to an r-vector of out- should be noted that these difficulties are common to both

puts. The mapping is nonlinear and no different from con-
ventional nonlinear full-state feedback controls from an in-

put/output point of view. The novelty and power of the
method derive from the relative simplicity by which the

input/output mapping is constructed by using heuristic

information rather than precise models [5].

It is uncertain if an adequate number of sensed system
variables from the LNA are available for the use of fuzzy

control methods. Fuzzy logic controls seem to be most

successful in situations where sufficient measurable system

variables are accessible, and a smaller number of control

inputs and outputs must be generated. In the present ap-
plication, there are a maximum of three measurable system

variables (noise, gain, and temperature), and as many as

eight control outputs to be determined, each with syner-

gistic effects on the system. Fuzzy controls are typically
suboptimal. The degree of optimality of the control is de-

termined by the accuracy of t_e off-line rule-generation

process.

off-line and on-line optimization methods.

The noteworthy advantage of the off-line approach is

that the system would not be disturbed during actual use
by an optimization search routine. Measurement of noise

and gain might also be more easily (or possibly only) ac-
complished off-line rather than during critical real-time

usage.

B. On-Line Method

The amplifier is continuously optimized during actual
in-field use. Starting with known optimum bias settings

at the normal operating temperature (e.g., 12 K), the bias
conditions are continuously optimized in such a way as to

maximize q_(Te, G). A requirement of this approach is that

both T, (noise) and G (gain) are measurable in real time

without adversely disturbing the normal operation of the

receiving system.

Real-time optimization methods for partially or com-

pletely unknown systems involve the use of search or op-

timum tracking algorithms. These require that each in-
put parameter (bias voltages and currents, in this case) of

the actual system be periodically perturbed, and the mea-

surable components of the performance metric (noise and

The only area of applicability of fuzzy methods to this
task seems to be in the formation of the rule base or

stored optimum bias information table for the off-line opti-

mization or the adaptive optimization/control approaches.
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gain, in this case) be sampled upon each iteration. Herein

lies a key limitation of this approach, since the actual sys-

tem might not tolerate such periodic small perturbations

of all parameters. Obviously such parameter variations

would have to be kept as small as possible within the pre-

cision limits of the noise and gain measurements. Tem-

perature feedback is not required, since the method would

continuously correct for all (slow) disturbances and param-
eter variations not limited to temperature effects alone. If

started at or near an optimum point, this approach could

be expected to track the moving optimum as the operating
temperature varied.

The most notable limitation of this method is the need

to perturb bias conditions during actual operation. This

may or may not be acceptable, depending on the size and

tolerability of the perturbations. Also, for this approach

to successfully maintain an optimum, all disturbances and

parameter variations (mainly temperature related) must

change at a sufficiently slow rate to permit tracking of the

optimum by the algorithm. An abrupt change (e.g., one

due to a change made manually by the operator) could

leave the tracking algorithm lost, seeking the nearest local
optimum, off the optimal locus for temperature variation.

The inefficiency of the search algorithm could make this

a nontrivial concern, especially if the available real-time
computational bandwidth is limited.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee that by starting

from a global optimum for the normal operating temper-

ature, the temperature-optimal locus would continue to

be globally optimal. A quantum change in bias settings
might be required to hop to a new global optimum at

some temperature. However, such an abrupt change in

bias conditions may not be tolerable due to a need for

glitch-free reception, especially during critical data acqui-
sition events.

Tile clearest advantage of the on-line approach is that
the actual system at the time of operation is optimized

for best noise/gain performance. If the starting point is

a global optimum for the normal temperature, and the

system itself is continuous with temperature variations,

the bias parameters could be expected to change continu-

ously and smoothly, maintaining at least a locally optimal
setting as the temperature or other amplifier parameters

slowly vary. Finally, no downtime is required for off-line

optimization table generation (or rule learning).

C. Adaptive Off-Line and On-Line Methods

Another approach is a combination of both on-line and

off-line optimization and control methods. Off-line char-

acterization is used to determine an initial optimal oper-

ation table. During actual operation of the ampIifier, an

on-line optimization algorithm continuously updates the

table based on real-time tracking of the optimum and some

long-term adaptive strategy. Temperature feedback is re-

quired.

Abrupt system changes are not tolerated, since the

controller contains stored information about the previ-

ous optimal parameter settings for any given tempera-

ture. The learning capability of the controller fi'ees it

from the long-term accuracy limitations of the off-line

optimization/open-loop control approach.

The problem of on-line parameter perturbation

remains, and the need for preliminary determination of

the optimal parameter table or rule base also exists. This

approach is the most robust, probably the most effective,

but also the most complicated to put into actual practice.

V. Conclusions

A computer simulation of a generic IIEMT-based mul-

tistage LNA has been completed by utilizing a first-order

approximate model of a single stage at room temperature.
The simple analog ratio of the amplifier gain to the ampli-
tier noise temperature was selected as a readily measurable

optimization metric.

Several optimization methods for unknown systems
were evaluated with the aid of the simulation. These in-

cluded fuzzy logic control methods in which a telnperature

compensation table is in_plemented as a fuzzy rule base.

The best results for this application were achieved with

simple tracking-type optimization algorithms. The sim-
ulation results provided justification for proceeding with
work on actual hardware.

A program, OPT, was written in BASICA under
DOS 3.3 to control the JPL Automated Bench for use

as a first-stage bias optimization apparatus. The previ-

ous BENCH software was merged with OPT to create a

single LNA test and optimization package for the appa-
ratus. User-friendly features were incorporated to assist

operators in performing calibration, amplifier testing, and

optimization.

A three-stage FET LNA operating at room tempera-
ture and 2.3 GHz was tested and bias optimized. For start-

ing points close to the global optimum, the optimal bias

drain voltage and current were consistently found within

a few minutes of run time, at approximately 2.9 volts and
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12 mA, respectively. Noise on the power measurements re-

quired that all optimization test points be averaged over at

least five iterations. For initial search increments greater

than -1-1 volt for VD or 4-5 rnA for In, local optimization

with performance metrics less than the global optimum
were sometimes located.

Bias optimization for maximizing the gain-to-noise ra-
tio of an LNA appears to be feasible in the laboratory,

as does construction of temperature compensation look-

up tables for bias parameters. The applicability of on-line

bias optimization during actual service of an LNA remains

uncertain, and further experimentation is planned.
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